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Introduction
As an aspiring iOS developer, you face three major tasks:

• You must learn the Swift language. Swift is the recommended development language for iOS. The
first two chapters of this book are designed to give you a working knowledge of Swift.

• You must master the big ideas. These include things like delegation, archiving, and the proper use
of view controllers. The big ideas take a few days to understand. When you reach the halfway
point of this book, you will understand these big ideas.

• You must master the frameworks. The eventual goal is to know how to use every method of every
class in every framework in iOS. This is a project for a lifetime: There are hundreds of classes
and thousands of methods available in iOS, and Apple adds more classes and methods with every
release of iOS. In this book, you will be introduced to each of the subsystems that make up the
iOS SDK, but you will not study each one deeply. Instead, our goal is to get you to the point
where you can search and understand Apple’s reference documentation.

We have used this material many times at our iOS bootcamps at Big Nerd Ranch. It is well tested and
has helped thousands of people become iOS developers. We sincerely hope that it proves useful to you.

Prerequisites
This book assumes that you are already motivated to learn to write iOS apps. We will not spend any
time convincing you that the iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch are compelling pieces of technology.

We also assume that you have some experience programming and know something about object-
oriented programming. If this is not true, you should probably start with Swift Programming: The Big
Nerd Ranch Guide.

What Has Changed in the Sixth Edition?
All of the code in this book has been updated for Swift 3.0, which was a major update to the Swift
language. Throughout the book, you will see how to use Swift’s capabilities and features to write better
iOS applications. We have come to love Swift at Big Nerd Ranch and believe you will, too.

Other additions include new chapters on debugging and accessibility and improved coverage of Core
Data. We have also updated various chapters to use the technologies and APIs introduced in iOS 10.

This edition assumes that the reader is using Xcode 8.1 or later and running applications on an iOS 10
or later device.

Besides these obvious changes, we made thousands of tiny improvements that were inspired by
questions from our readers and our students. Every chapter of this book is just a little better than the
corresponding chapter from the fifth edition.
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Our Teaching Philosophy
This book will teach you the essential concepts of iOS programming. At the same time, you will type
in a lot of code and build a bunch of applications. By the end of the book, you will have knowledge
and experience. However, all the knowledge should not (and, in this book, will not) come first. That
is the traditional way of learning we have all come to know and hate. Instead, we take a learn-while-
doing approach. Development concepts and actual coding go together.

Here is what we have learned over the years of teaching iOS programming:

• We have learned what ideas people must grasp to get started programming, and we focus on that
subset.

• We have learned that people learn best when these concepts are introduced as they are needed.

• We have learned that programming knowledge and experience grow best when they grow
together.

• We have learned that “going through the motions” is much more important than it sounds. Many
times we will ask you to start typing in code before you understand it. We realize that you may
feel like a trained monkey typing in a bunch of code that you do not fully grasp. But the best way
to learn coding is to find and fix your typos. Far from being a drag, this basic debugging is where
you really learn the ins and outs of the code. That is why we encourage you to type in the code
yourself. You could just download it, but copying and pasting is not programming. We want better
for you and your skills.

What does this mean for you, the reader? To learn this way takes some trust – and we appreciate yours.
It also takes patience. As we lead you through these chapters, we will try to keep you comfortable
and tell you what is happening. However, there will be times when you will have to take our word
for it. (If you think this will bug you, keep reading – we have some ideas that might help.) Do not get
discouraged if you run across a concept that you do not understand right away. Remember that we are
intentionally not providing all the knowledge you will ever need all at once. If a concept seems unclear,
we will likely discuss it in more detail later when it becomes necessary. And some things that are not
clear at the beginning will suddenly make sense when you implement them the first (or the twelfth)
time.

People learn differently. It is possible that you will love how we hand out concepts on an as-needed
basis. It is also possible that you will find it frustrating. In case of the latter, here are some options:

• Take a deep breath and wait it out. We will get there, and so will you.

• Check the index. We will let it slide if you look ahead and read through a more advanced
discussion that occurs later in the book.

• Check the online Apple documentation. This is an essential developer tool, and you will want
plenty of practice using it. Consult it early and often.

• If Swift or object-oriented programming concepts are giving you a hard time (or if you think they
will), you might consider backing up and reading our Swift Programming: The Big Nerd Ranch
Guide.
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How to Use This Book
This book is based on the class we teach at Big Nerd Ranch. As such, it was designed to be consumed
in a certain manner.

Set yourself a reasonable goal, like, “I will do one chapter every day.” When you sit down to attack
a chapter, find a quiet place where you will not be interrupted for at least an hour. Shut down your
email, your Twitter client, and your chat program. This is not a time for multitasking; you will need to
concentrate.

Do the actual programming. You can read through a chapter first, if you like. But the real learning
comes when you sit down and code as you go. You will not really understand the idea until you have
written a program that uses it and, perhaps more importantly, debugged that program.

A couple of the exercises require supporting files. For example, in the first chapter you will need an
icon for your Quiz application, and we have one for you. You can download the resources and solutions
to the exercises from www.bignerdranch.com/solutions/iOSProgramming6ed.zip.

There are two types of learning. When you learn about the Peloponnesian War, you are simply adding
details to a scaffolding of ideas that you already understand. This is what we will call “Easy Learning.”
Yes, learning about the Peloponnesian War can take a long time, but you are seldom flummoxed by
it. Learning iOS programming, on the other hand, is “Hard Learning,” and you may find yourself
quite baffled at times, especially in the first few days. In writing this book, we have tried to create an
experience that will ease you over the bumps in the learning curve. Here are two things you can do to
make the journey easier:

• Find someone who already knows how to write iOS applications and will answer your questions.
In particular, getting your application onto a device the first time is usually very frustrating if you
are doing it without the help of an experienced developer.

• Get enough sleep. Sleepy people do not remember what they have learned.

How This Book Is Organized
In this book, each chapter addresses one or more ideas of iOS development through discussion and
hands-on practice. For more coding practice, most chapters include challenge exercises. We encourage
you to take on at least some of these. They are excellent for firming up your grasp of the concepts
introduced in the chapter and for making you a more confident iOS programmer. Finally, most chapters
conclude with one or two For the More Curious sections that explain certain consequences of the
concepts that were introduced earlier.

Chapter 1 introduces you to iOS programming as you build and deploy a tiny application called Quiz.
You will get your feet wet with Xcode and the iOS simulator along with all the steps for creating
projects and files. The chapter includes a discussion of Model-View-Controller and how it relates to
iOS development.

Chapter 2 provides an overview of Swift, including basic syntax, types, optionals, initialization, and
how Swift is able to interact with the existing iOS frameworks. You will also get experience working in
a playground, Xcode’s prototyping tool.

In Chapter 3, you will focus on the iOS user interface as you learn about views and the view hierarchy
and create an application called WorldTrotter.

http://www.bignerdranch.com/solutions/iOSProgramming6ed.zip
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Chapter 4 introduces delegation, an important iOS design pattern. You will also add a text field to
WorldTrotter.

In Chapter 5, you will expand WorldTrotter and learn about using view controllers for managing user
interfaces. You will get practice working with views and view controllers as well as navigating between
screens using a tab bar.

In Chapter 6, you will learn how to manage views and view controllers in code. You will add a
segmented control to WorldTrotter that will let you switch between various map types.

Chapter 7 introduces the concepts and techniques of internationalization and localization. You will
learn about Locale, strings tables, and Bundle as you localize parts of WorldTrotter.

In Chapter 8, you will learn about and add different types of animations to the Quiz project that you
created in Chapter 1.

Chapter 9 will walk you through some of the tools at your disposal for debugging – finding and fixing
issues in your application.

Chapter 10 introduces the largest application in the book – Homepwner. (“Homepwner” is not a typo;
you can find the definition of “pwn” at www.wiktionary.org.) This application keeps a record of your
items in case of fire or other catastrophe. Homepwner will take eight chapters to complete.

In Chapter 10 – Chapter 12, you will work with tables. You will learn about table views, their view
controllers, and their data sources. You will learn how to display data in a table, how to allow the user
to edit the table, and how to improve the interface.

Chapter 13 introduces stack views, which will help you create complex interfaces easily. You will use a
stack view to add a new screen to Homepwner that displays an item’s details.

Chapter 14 builds on the navigation experience gained in Chapter 5. You will use
UINavigationController to give Homepwner a drill-down interface and a navigation bar.

Chapter 15 introduces the camera. You will take pictures and display and store images in Homepwner.

In Chapter 16, you will add persistence to Homepwner, using archiving to save and load the application
data.

In Chapter 17, you will learn about size classes, and you will use these to update Homepwner’s
interface to scale well across various screen sizes.

In Chapter 18 and Chapter 19, you will create a drawing application named TouchTracker
to learn about touch events. You will see how to add multitouch capability and how to use
UIGestureRecognizer to respond to particular gestures. You will also get experience with the first
responder and responder chain concepts and more practice using structures and dictionaries.

Chapter 20 introduces web services as you create the Photorama application. This application fetches
and parses JSON data from a server using URLSession and JSONSerialization.

In Chapter 21, you will learn about collection views as you build an interface for Photorama using
UICollectionView and UICollectionViewCell.

In Chapter 22 and Chapter 23, you will add persistence to Photorama using Core Data. You will store
and load images and associated data using an NSManagedObjectContext.

Chapter 24 will walk you through making your applications accessible to more people by adding
VoiceOver information.
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Style Choices
This book contains a lot of code. We have attempted to make that code and the designs behind it
exemplary. We have done our best to follow the idioms of the community, but at times we have
wandered from what you might see in Apple’s sample code or code you might find in other books. In
particular, you should know up front that we nearly always start a project with the simplest template
project: the single view application. When your app works, you will know it is because of your efforts
– not because of behavior built into the template.

Typographical Conventions
To make this book easier to read, certain items appear in certain fonts. Classes, types, methods,
and functions appear in a bold, fixed-width font. Classes and types start with capital letters, and
methods and functions start with lowercase letters. For example, “In the loadView() method of the
RexViewController class, create a constant of type String.”

Variables, constants, and filenames appear in a fixed-width font but are not bold. So you will see, “In
ViewController.swift, add a variable named fido and initialize it to "Rufus".”

Application names, menu choices, and button names appear in a sans serif font. For example, “Open
Xcode and select New Project... from the File menu. Select Single View Application and then click
Next.”

All code blocks are in a fixed-width font. Code that you need to type in is bold; code that you need
to delete is struck through. For example, in the following code, you would delete the line import
Foundation and type in the two lines beginning @IBOutlet. The other lines are already in the code and
are included to let you know where to add the new lines.

import Foundation
import UIKit

class ViewController: UIViewController {

    @IBOutlet var questionLabel: UILabel!
    @IBOutlet var answerLabel: UILabel!

}

Necessary Hardware and Software
To build the applications in this book, you must have Xcode 8.1, which requires a Mac running macOS
El Capitan version 10.11.4 or later. Xcode, Apple’s Integrated Development Environment, is available
on the App Store. Xcode includes the iOS SDK, the iOS simulator, and other development tools.

You should join the Apple Developer Program, which costs $99/year, because:

• Downloading the latest developer tools is free for members.

• You cannot put an app in the store until you are a member.

If you are going to take the time to work through this entire book, membership in the Apple Developer
Program is worth the cost. Go to developer.apple.com/programs/ios/ to join.

http://developer.apple.com/programs/ios/
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What about iOS devices? Most of the applications you will develop in the first half of the book are for
iPhone, but you will be able to run them on an iPad. On the iPad screen, iPhone applications appear in
an iPhone-sized window. Not a compelling use of iPad, but that is OK when you are starting with iOS.
In the early chapters, you will be focused on learning the fundamentals of the iOS SDK, and these are
the same across iOS devices. Later in the book, you will see how to make applications run natively on
both iOS device families.

Excited yet? Good. Let’s get started.
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1
A Simple iOS Application

In this chapter, you are going to write an iOS application named Quiz. This application will show a
question and then reveal the answer when the user taps a button. Tapping another button will show the
user a new question (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1  Your first application: Quiz

When you are writing an iOS application, you must answer two basic questions:

• How do I get my objects created and configured properly? (Example: “I want a button here that
says Next Question.”)

• How do I make my app respond to user interaction? (Example: “When the user taps the button, I
want this piece of code to be executed.”)

Most of this book is dedicated to answering these questions.
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As you go through this first chapter, you will probably not understand everything that you are doing,
and you may feel ridiculous just going through the motions. But going through the motions is enough
for now. Mimicry is a powerful form of learning; it is how you learned to speak, and it is how you will
start iOS programming. As you become more capable, you will experiment and challenge yourself to
do creative things on the platform. For now, go ahead and do what we show you. The details will be
explained in later chapters.

Creating an Xcode Project
Open Xcode and, from the File menu, select New → Project.... (If Xcode opens to a welcome screen,
select Create a new Xcode project.)

A new workspace window will appear and a sheet will slide down from its toolbar. At the top, find the
iOS section and then the Application area (Figure 1.2). You are offered several application templates to
choose from. Select Single View Application.

Figure 1.2  Creating a project

This book was created for Xcode 8.1. The names of these templates may change with new Xcode
releases. If you do not see a Single View Application template, use the simplest-sounding template. You
can also visit the Big Nerd Ranch forum for this book at forums.bignerdranch.com for help working
with newer versions of Xcode.

http://forums.bignerdranch.com
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Click Next and, in the next sheet, enter Quiz for the Product Name (Figure 1.3). The organization
name and identifier are required to continue. You can use Big Nerd Ranch or any organization
name you would like. For the organization identifier, you can use com.bignerdranch or
com.yourcompanynamehere.

From the Language pop-up menu, choose Swift, and from the Devices pop-up menu, choose Universal.
Make sure that the Use Core Data checkbox is unchecked.

Figure 1.3  Configuring a new project

Click Next and, in the final sheet, save the project in the directory where you plan to store the exercises
in this book. Click Create to create the Quiz project.
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Your new project opens in the Xcode workspace window (Figure 1.4). 

Figure 1.4  Xcode workspace window

The lefthand side of the workspace window is the navigator area. This area displays different
navigators – tools that show you different parts of your project. You can open a navigator by selecting
one of the icons in the navigator selector, which is the bar just above the navigator area.

The navigator currently open is the project navigator. The project navigator shows you the files that
make up a project (Figure 1.5). You can select one of these files to open it in the editor area to the right
of the navigator area.

The files in the project navigator can be grouped into folders to help you organize your project. A few
groups have been created by the template for you. You can rename them, if you want, or add new ones.
The groups are purely for the organization of files and do not correlate to the filesystem in any way.

Figure 1.5  Quiz application’s files in the project navigator
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Model-View-Controller
Before you begin your application, let’s discuss a key concept in application architecture:
Model-View-Controller, or MVC. MVC is a design pattern used in iOS development. In MVC, every
instance belongs to either the model layer, the view layer, or the controller layer. (Layer here simply
refers to one or more objects that together fulfill a role.)

• The model layer holds data and knows nothing about the user interface, or UI. In Quiz, the model
will consist of two ordered lists of strings: one for questions and another for answers.

Usually, instances in the model layer represent real things in the world of the user. For example,
when you write an app for an insurance company, your model will almost certainly contain a
custom type called InsurancePolicy.

• The view layer contains objects that are visible to the user. Examples of view objects, or views,
are buttons, text fields, and sliders. View objects make up an application’s UI. In Quiz, the labels
showing the question and answer and the buttons beneath them are view objects.

• The controller layer is where the application is managed. Controller objects, or controllers, are
the managers of an application. Controllers configure the views that the user sees and make sure
that the view and model objects stay synchronized.

In general, controllers typically handle “And then?” questions. For example, when the user selects
an item from a list, the controller determines what the user sees next.

Figure 1.6 shows the flow of control in an application in response to user input, such as the user
tapping a button.

Figure 1.6  MVC pattern

Notice that models and views do not talk to each other directly; controllers sit squarely in the middle of
everything, receiving messages and dispatching instructions.
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Designing Quiz
You are going to write the Quiz application using the MVC pattern. Here is a breakdown of the
instances you will be creating and working with:

• The model layer will consist of two instances of [String].

• The view layer will consist of two instances of UILabel and two instances of UIButton.

• The controller layer will consist of an instance of ViewController.

These instances and their relationships are laid out in the diagram for Quiz shown in Figure 1.7.

Figure 1.7  Object diagram for Quiz

Figure 1.7 is the big picture of how the finished Quiz application will work. For example, when the
Next Question button is tapped, it will trigger a method in ViewController. A method is a lot like a
function – a list of instructions to be executed. This method will retrieve a new question from the array
of questions and ask the top label to display that question.

It is OK if this diagram does not make sense yet – it will by the end of the chapter. Refer back to it as
you build the app to see how it is taking shape.

You are going to build Quiz in steps, starting with the visual interface for the application. 
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Interface Builder
You are using the Single View Application template because it is the simplest template that Xcode
offers. Still, this template has a significant amount of magic in that some critical components have
already been set up for you. For now, you will just use these components, without attempting to gain a
deep understanding of how they work. The rest of the book will be concerned with those details.

In the project navigator, click once on the Main.storyboard file. Xcode will open its graphic-style
editor called Interface Builder.

Interface Builder divides the editor area into two sections: the document outline, on the lefthand side,
and the canvas, on the right.

This is shown in Figure 1.8. If what you see in your editor area does not match the figure, you may
have to click on the Show Document Outline button. (If you have additional areas showing, do not
worry about them.) You may also have to click on the disclosure triangles in the document outline to
reveal content.

Figure 1.8  Interface Builder showing Main.storyboard
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The rectangle that you see in the Interface Builder canvas is called a scene and represents the only
“screen” or view your application has at this time (remember that you used the single view application
template to create this project).

In the next section, you will learn how to create a UI for your application using Interface Builder.
Interface Builder lets you drag objects from a library onto the canvas to create instances and also lets
you establish connections between those objects and your code. These connections can result in code
being called by a user interaction.

A crucial feature of Interface Builder is that it is not a graphical representation of code contained in
other files. Interface Builder is an object editor that can create instances of objects and manipulate their
properties. When you are done editing an interface, it does not generate code that corresponds to the
work you have done. A .storyboard file is an archive of object instances to be loaded into memory
when necessary.

Building the Interface
Let’s get started on your interface. You have selected Main.storyboard to reveal its single scene in the
canvas (Figure 1.9).

Figure 1.9  The scene in Main.storyboard

To start, make sure your scene is sized for iPhone 7. At the bottom of the canvas, find the View as
button. It will likely say something like View as: iPhone 7 (wC hR). (The wC hR will not make sense
right now; we will explain it in Chapter 17.) If it says iPhone 7 already, then you are all set. If not,
click on the View as button and select the fourth device from the left, which corresponds to iPhone 7
(Figure 1.10).
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Figure 1.10  Viewing the scene for iPhone 7

It is time to add your view objects to that blank slate.

Creating view objects
Make sure that the utility area within Xcode’s window is visible. You may need to click on the
rightmost button of the  control in the top-right corner of the window. The utility area is
to the right of the editor area and has two sections: the inspector and the library. The top section is
the inspector, which displays settings for a file or object that is selected in the editor area. The bottom
section is the library, which lists items that you can add to a file or project.

At the top of each section in the utility area is a selector for different inspectors and libraries
(Figure 1.11).

Figure 1.11  Xcode utility area

Your application interface requires four view objects: two buttons to accept user input and two text
labels to display information. To add them, first make sure you can see the object library, as shown in
Figure 1.11, by selecting the  tab from the library selector.
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The object library contains the objects that you can add to a storyboard file to compose your interface.
Find the Label object by either scrolling down through the list or by using the search bar at the bottom
of the library. Select this object in the library and drag it onto the view object on the canvas. Drag the
label around the canvas and notice the dashed blue lines that appear when the label is near the center of
the canvas (Figure 1.12). These guidelines will help you lay out your interface.

Figure 1.12  Adding a label to the canvas

Using the guidelines, position the label in the horizontal center of the view and near the top, as shown
in Figure 1.12. Eventually, this label will display questions to the user. Drag a second label onto the
view and position it in the horizontal center, closer to the middle. This label will display answers.

Next, find Button in the object library and drag two buttons onto the view. Position one below each
label.
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You have now added four view objects to the ViewController’s UI. Notice that they also appear in the
document outline. Your interface should look like Figure 1.13.

Figure 1.13  Building the Quiz interface
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Configuring view objects
Now that you have created the view objects, you can configure their attributes. Some attributes of a
view, like size, position, and text, can be changed directly on the canvas. For example, you can resize
an object by selecting it in the canvas or the document outline and then dragging its corners and edges
in the canvas.

Begin by renaming the labels and buttons. Double-click on each label and replace the text with ???.
Then double-click the upper button and change its name to Next Question. Rename the lower button to
Show Answer. The results are shown in Figure 1.14.

Figure 1.14  Renaming the labels and buttons

You may have noticed that because you have changed the text in the labels and buttons, and therefore
their widths, they are no longer neatly centered in the scene. Click on each of them and drag to center
them again, as shown in Figure 1.15.

Figure 1.15  Centering the labels and buttons
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Running on the simulator
To test your UI, you are going to run Quiz on Xcode’s iOS simulator.

To prepare Quiz to run on the simulator, find the current scheme pop-up menu on the Xcode toolbar
(Figure 1.16).

Figure 1.16  iPhone 7 scheme selected

If it says something generic like iPhone 7, then the project is set to run on the simulator and you are
good to go. If it says something like Christian's iPhone, then click and choose iPhone 7 from the
pop-up menu. The iPhone 7 scheme will be your simulator default throughout this book.

Click the triangular play button in the toolbar. This will build (compile) and then run the application.
You will be doing this often enough that you may want to learn and use the keyboard shortcut
Command-R.

After the simulator launches you will see that the interface has all the views you added, neatly centered
as you configured them in Interface Builder.

Now go back to the current scheme pop-up menu and select iPhone 7 Plus as your simulator of choice.
Run the application again and you will notice that while the views you added are still present, they are
not centered as they were on iPhone 7. This is because the labels and buttons currently have a fixed
position on a screen, and they do not remain centered on the main view. To correct this problem, you
will use a technology called Auto Layout.
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A brief introduction to Auto Layout
As of now, your interface looks nice in the Interface Builder canvas. But iOS devices come in ever
more screen sizes, and applications are expected to support all screen sizes and orientations – and
perhaps more than one device type. You need to guarantee that the layout of view objects will be
correct regardless of the screen size or orientation of the device running the application. The tool for
this task is Auto Layout.

Auto Layout works by specifying position and size constraints for each view object in a scene. These
constraints can be relative to neighboring views or to container views. A container view is just a view
object that, as the name suggests, contains another view. For example, take a look at the document
outline for Main.storyboard (Figure 1.17).

Figure 1.17  Document layout with a container view

You can see in the document outline that the labels and buttons you added are indented with respect
to a View object. This view object is the container of the labels and buttons, and the objects can be
positioned and sized relative to this view.

To begin specifying Auto Layout constraints, select the top label by clicking on it either on the canvas
or in the document outline. At the bottom of the canvas, notice the Auto Layout menus, shown in
Figure 1.18.

Figure 1.18  The Auto Layout menus
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With the top label still selected, click on the  icon to reveal the Align menu shown in Figure 1.19.

Figure 1.19  Centering the top label in the container

Within the Align menu, check the Horizontally in Container checkbox to center the label in the
container. Then click the Add 1 Constraint button. This constraint guarantees that on any size screen, in
any orientation, the label will be centered horizontally.

Now you need to add more constraints to center the lower label and the buttons with respect to the
top label and to lock the spacing between them. Select the four views by Command-clicking on them
one after another and then click on the  icon to open the Add New Constraints menu shown in
Figure 1.20.

Figure 1.20  Adding constraints to center and fix the spacing between views
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Click on the red vertical dashed segment near the top of the menu. When you click on the segment,
it will become solid red (shown in Figure 1.20), indicating that the distance of each view is pinned to
its nearest top neighbor. Also, check the Align box and then select Horizontal Centers from the pop-up
menu. For Update Frames, make sure that you have Items of New Constraints selected. Finally, click
on the Add 7 Constraints button at the bottom of the menu.

If you made any mistakes while adding constraints, you may see red or orange constraints and frames
on the canvas instead of the correct blue lines. If that is the case, you will want to clear the existing
constraints and go through the steps above again. To clear constraints, first select the background
(container) view. Then click the  icon to open the Resolve Auto Layout Issues menu. Select Clear
Constraints under the All Views in View Controller section (Figure 1.21). This will clear away any
constraints that you have added and give you a fresh start on adding the constraints back in.

Figure 1.21  Clearing constraints

Auto Layout can be a difficult tool to master, and that is why you are starting to use it in the first
chapter of this book. By starting early, you will have more chances to use it and get used to its
complexity. Also, dealing with problems before things get too complicated will help you debug layout
issues with confidence.

To confirm that your interface behaves correctly, build and run the application on the iPhone 7 Plus
simulator. After confirming that the interface looks correct, build and run the application on the iPhone
7 simulator. The labels and buttons should be centered on both. 
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Making connections
A connection lets one object know where another object is in memory so that the two objects can
communicate. There are two kinds of connections that you can make in Interface Builder: outlets and
actions. An outlet is a reference to an object. An action is a method that gets triggered by a button or
some other view that the user can interact with, like a slider or a picker.

Let’s start by creating outlets that reference the instances of UILabel. Time to leave Interface Builder
and write some code.

Declaring outlets
In the project navigator, find and select the file named ViewController.swift. The editor area will
change from Interface Builder to Xcode’s code editor.

In ViewController.swift, start by deleting any code that the template added between class
ViewController: UIViewController { and the final brace, so that the file looks like this:

import UIKit

class ViewController: UIViewController {

}

(For simplicity, we will not show the line import UIKit again for this file.)

Next, add the following code that declares two properties. (Throughout this book, new code for you
to add will be shown in bold. Code for you to delete will be struck through.) Do not worry about
understanding the code or properties right now; just get it in.

class ViewController: UIViewController {
    @IBOutlet var questionLabel: UILabel!
    @IBOutlet var answerLabel: UILabel!
}

This code gives every instance of ViewController an outlet named questionLabel and an outlet
named answerLabel. The view controller can use each outlet to reference a particular UILabel object
(i.e., one of the labels in your view). The @IBOutlet keyword tells Xcode that you will connect these
outlets to label objects using Interface Builder.
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Setting outlets
In the project navigator, select Main.storyboard to reopen Interface Builder.

You want the questionLabel outlet to point to the instance of UILabel at the top of the UI.

In the document outline, find the View Controller Scene section and the View Controller object within
it. In your case, the View Controller stands in for an instance of ViewController, which is the object
responsible for managing the interface defined in Main.storyboard.

Control-drag (or right-click and drag) from the View Controller in the document outline to the top label
in the scene. When the label is highlighted, release the mouse and keyboard; a black panel will appear.
Select questionLabel to set the outlet, as shown in Figure 1.22.

Figure 1.22  Setting questionLabel

(If you do not see questionLabel in the connections panel, double-check your ViewController.swift
file for typos.)

Now, when the storyboard file is loaded, the ViewController’s questionLabel outlet will
automatically reference the instance of UILabel at the top of the screen, which will allow the
ViewController to tell the label what question to display.

Set the answerLabel outlet the same way: Control-drag from the ViewController to the bottom UILabel
and select answerLabel (Figure 1.23).
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Figure 1.23  Setting answerLabel

Notice that you drag from the object with the outlet that you want to set to the object that you want that
outlet to point to.

Your outlets are all set. The next connections you need to make involve the two buttons. 

Defining action methods
When a UIButton is tapped, it calls a method on another object. That object is called the target. The
method that is triggered is called the action. This action is the name of the method that contains the
code to be executed in response to the button being tapped.

In your application, the target for both buttons will be the instance of ViewController. Each button
will have its own action. Let’s start by defining the two action methods: showNextQuestion(_:) and
showAnswer(_:).

Reopen ViewController.swift and add the two action methods after the outlets.

class ViewController: UIViewController {
    @IBOutlet var questionLabel: UILabel!
    @IBOutlet var answerLabel: UILabel!

    @IBAction func showNextQuestion(_ sender: UIButton) {

    }

    @IBAction func showAnswer(_ sender: UIButton) {

    }
}

You will flesh out these methods after you make the target and action connections. The @IBAction
keyword tells Xcode that you will be making these connections in Interface Builder.
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Setting targets and actions
Switch back to Main.storyboard. Let’s start with the Next Question button. You want its target to be
ViewController and its action to be showNextQuestion(_:).

To set an object’s target, you Control-drag from the object to its target. When you release the mouse,
the target is set, and a pop-up menu appears that lets you select an action.

Select the Next Question button in the canvas and Control-drag to the View Controller in the
document outline. When the View Controller is highlighted, release the mouse button and choose
showNextQuestion: under Sent Events in the pop-up menu, as shown in Figure 1.24.

Figure 1.24  Setting Next Question target/action

Now for the Show Answer button. Select the button and Control-drag from the button to the View
Controller. Choose showAnswer: from the pop-up menu. 
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Summary of connections
There are now five connections between the ViewController and the view objects. You have set the
properties answerLabel and questionLabel to reference the label objects – two connections. The
ViewController is the target for both buttons – two more. The project’s template made one additional
connection: The view property of ViewController is connected to the View object that represents the
background of the application. That makes five.

You can check these connections in the connections inspector. Select the View Controller in the
document outline. Then, in the utilities area, click the  tab to reveal the connections inspector
(Figure 1.25).

Figure 1.25  Checking connections in the connections inspector

Your storyboard file is complete. The view objects have been created and configured and all the
necessary connections have been made to the controller object. Let’s move on to creating and
connecting your model objects. 
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Creating the Model Layer
View objects make up the UI, so developers typically create, configure, and connect view objects using
Interface Builder. The parts of the model layer, on the other hand, are typically set up in code.

In the project navigator, select ViewController.swift. Add the following code that declares two
arrays of strings and an integer.

class ViewController: UIViewController {
    @IBOutlet var questionLabel: UILabel!
    @IBOutlet var answerLabel: UILabel!

    let questions: [String] = [
"What is 7+7?",
"What is the capital of Vermont?",
"What is cognac made from?"

    ]
    let answers: [String] = [

"14",
"Montpelier",
"Grapes"

    ]
    var currentQuestionIndex: Int = 0
    ...
}

The arrays are ordered lists containing questions and answers. The integer will keep track of what
question the user is on.

Notice that the arrays are declared using the let keyword, whereas the integer is declared using the
var keyword. A constant is denoted with the let keyword; its value cannot change. The questions
and answers arrays are constants. The questions and answers in this quiz will not change and, in fact,
cannot be changed from their initial values.

A variable, on the other hand, is denoted by the var keyword; its value is allowed to change. You made
the currentQuestionIndex property a variable because its value must be able to change as the user
cycles through the questions and answers.
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Implementing action methods
Now that you have questions and answers, you can finish implementing the action methods. In
ViewController.swift, update showNextQuestion(_:) and showAnswer(_:).

...
@IBAction func showNextQuestion(_ sender: UIButton) {
    currentQuestionIndex += 1
    if currentQuestionIndex == questions.count {

currentQuestionIndex = 0
    }

    let question: String = questions[currentQuestionIndex]
    questionLabel.text = question
    answerLabel.text = "???"
}

@IBAction func showAnswer(_ sender: UIButton) {
    let answer: String = answers[currentQuestionIndex]
    answerLabel.text = answer
}
...

Loading the first question
Just after the application is launched, you will want to load the first question from the array and use
it to replace the ??? placeholder in the questionLabel label. A good way to do this is by overriding
the viewDidLoad() method of ViewController. (“Override” means that you are providing a custom
implementation for a method.) Add the method to ViewController.swift.

class ViewController: UIViewController {
    ...
    override func viewDidLoad() {

super.viewDidLoad()
questionLabel.text = questions[currentQuestionIndex]

    }
}

All the code for your application is now complete!
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Building the Finished Application
Build and run the application on the iPhone 7 simulator, as you did earlier.

If building turns up any errors, you can view them in the issue navigator by selecting the  tab in the
navigator area (Figure 1.26).

Figure 1.26  Issue navigator with example errors and warnings

Click on any error or warning in the issue navigator to be taken to the file and the line of code where
the issue occurred. Find and fix any problems (i.e., code typos!) by comparing your code with the
code in this chapter. Then try running the application again. Repeat this process until your application
compiles.

After your application has compiled, it will launch in the iOS simulator. Play around with the Quiz
application. You should be able to tap the Next Question button and see a new question in the top label;
tapping Show Answer should show the right answer. If your application is not working as expected,
double-check your connections in Main.storyboard.

You have built a working iOS app! Take a moment to bask in the glory.

OK, enough basking. Your app works, but it needs some spit and polish.
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Application Icons
While running Quiz, select Hardware → Home from the simulator’s menu. You will see that Quiz’s
icon is a boring, default tile. Let’s give Quiz a better icon.

An application icon is a simple image that represents the application on the iOS Home screen.
Different devices require different-sized icons, some of which are shown in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1  Application icon sizes by device
Device Application icon sizes

5.5-inch iPhone 180x180 pixels (@3x)

4.7-inch and 4.0-inch iPhone 120x120 pixels (@2x)

7.9-inch and 9.7-inch iPad 152x152 pixels (@2x)

12.9-inch iPad 167x167 pixels (@2x)

We have prepared an icon image file (size 120x120) for the Quiz application. You can download
this icon (along with resources for other chapters) from www.bignerdranch.com/solutions/
iOSProgramming6ed.zip. Unzip iOSProgramming6ed.zip and find the Quiz-120.png file in the
0-Resources/Project App Icons directory of the unzipped folder.

You are going to add this icon to your application bundle as a resource. In general, there are two kinds
of files in an application: code and resources. Code (like ViewController.swift) is used to create
the application itself. Resources are things like images and sounds that are used by the application at
runtime.

http://www.bignerdranch.com/solutions/iOSProgramming6ed.zip
http://www.bignerdranch.com/solutions/iOSProgramming6ed.zip
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In the project navigator, find Assets.xcassets. Select this file to open it and then select AppIcon from
the resource list on the lefthand side (Figure 1.27).

Figure 1.27  Showing the Asset Catalog

This panel is the Asset Catalog, where you can manage all of the images that your application will
need.
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Drag the Quiz-120.png file from Finder onto the 2x slot of the iPhone App section (Figure 1.28). This
will copy the file into your project’s directory on the filesystem and add a reference to that file in the
Asset Catalog. (You can Control-click on a file in the Asset Catalog and select the option to Show in
Finder to confirm this.)

Figure 1.28  Adding the app icon to the Asset Catalog

Build and run the application again. Switch to the simulator’s Home screen either by clicking
Hardware → Home, as you did before, or by using the keyboard shortcut Command-Shift-H. You
should see the new icon.

(If you do not see the icon, delete the application and then build and run again to redeploy it. To do
this, the easiest option is to reset the simulator by clicking Simulator → Reset Content and Settings....
This will remove all applications and reset the simulator to its default settings. You should see the app
icon the next time you run the application.) 
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Launch Screen
Another item you should set for the project is the launch image, which appears while an application
is loading. The launch image has a specific role in iOS: It conveys to the user that the application
is indeed launching and depicts the UI that the user will interact with once the application loads.
Therefore, a good launch image is a content-less screenshot of the application. For example, the Clock
application’s launch image shows the four tabs along the bottom, all in the unselected state. Once the
application loads, the correct tab is selected and the content becomes visible. (Keep in mind that the
launch image is replaced after the application has launched; it does not become the background image
of the application.)

An easy way to accomplish this is to allow Xcode to generate the possible launch screen images for
you using a launch screen file.

Open the project settings by clicking on the top-level Quiz in the project navigator. Under App Icons
and Launch Images, choose Main.storyboard from the Launch Screen File dropdown (Figure 1.29).
Launch images will now be generated from Main.storyboard.

Figure 1.29  Setting the launch screen file

It is difficult to see the results of this change, because the launch image is typically shown for only a
short time. However, it is a good practice to set the launch image even though its role is so brief.

Congratulations! You have written your first application and even added some details to make it
polished. You will return to Quiz later in the book. The next chapter covers some basics of Swift to
prepare you for more coding.
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2
The Swift Language

Swift is a new language that Apple introduced in 2014. It replaces Objective-C as the recommended
development language for iOS and Mac. In this chapter, you are going to focus on the basics of Swift.
You will not learn everything, but you will learn enough to get started. Then, as you continue through
the book, you will learn more Swift while you learn iOS development.

Swift maintains the expressiveness of Objective-C while introducing a syntax that is safer, succinct,
and readable. It emphasizes type safety and adds advanced features such as optionals, generics, and
sophisticated structures and enumerations. Most importantly, Swift allows the use of these new features
while relying on the same tested, elegant iOS frameworks that developers have built upon for years.

If you know Objective-C, then the challenge is recasting what you know. It may seem awkward at first,
but we have come to love Swift at Big Nerd Ranch and believe you will, too.

If you do not think you will be comfortable picking up Swift at the same time as iOS development,
you may want to start with Swift Programming: The Big Nerd Ranch Guide or Apple’s Swift tutorials,
which you can find at developer.apple.com/swift. But if you have some programming experience
and are willing to learn “on the job,” you can start your Swift education here and now.

http://developer.apple.com/swift
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Types in Swift
Swift types can be arranged into three basic groups: structures, classes, and enumerations (Figure 2.1).
All three can have:

• properties – values associated with a type

• initializers – code that initializes an instance of a type

• instance methods – functions specific to a type that can be called on an instance of that type

• class or static methods – functions specific to a type that can be called on the type itself

Figure 2.1  Swift building blocks

Swift’s structures (or “structs”) and enumerations (or “enums”) are significantly more powerful than in
most languages. In addition to supporting properties, initializers, and methods, they can also conform
to protocols and can be extended.

Swift’s implementation of typically “primitive” types such as numbers and Boolean values may
surprise you: They are all structures. In fact, all of these Swift types are structures:

Numbers: Int, Float, Double

Boolean: Bool

Text: String, Character

Collections: Array<Element>, Dictionary<Key:Hashable,Value>, Set<Element:Hashable>

This means that standard types have properties, initializers, and methods of their own. They can also
conform to protocols and be extended.

Finally, a key feature of Swift is optionals. An optional allows you to store either a value of a particular
type or no value at all. You will learn more about optionals and their role in Swift later in this chapter.




